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NEW EXPLOSION IN THE CUBAN-AMERICAN POLITICAL SALSA
other step in new Cuban-USA relationship

MIAMI, 16.05.2016, 23:41 Time

USPA NEWS - This is an article report written by me about the Adonia cruise pleasure voyage Miami-Havana-Miami like the new step
in the Cuba/ USA relationship. It is written in satiric style because of the gossips of speech that talks to you from around the world.
That is why I use the words "Political Salsa". 

The stage of the Cuban American relations has done a new political explosion when the sound of the marine trumpets of Adonia, the
“crucero de placer“�, first hit Havana Harbor and it could be listening the music of the Cuban salsa, and when arrived to Miami the
voices against that political salsa rose the tone. After Havana, the Adonia headed toward Cienfuegos and then to Santiago de Cuba.
Finally, more than half a century of attacks and counter-attacks, Cuba and United States accepted a new Protocol in their relationship.
A sea voyage of a cruise ship of pleasure from both nations every two weeks.
The travelers were striking when discovered the Cuban culture: cheerfulness, joviality, openness, despite the harshness of the
communist ruling.

And smashed with the Cuban drinks, the music, the gastronomic delicacy of the arroz-con-pollo, the beautiful beaches, and the
continuous pachanga: a permanent state of euphoric music mood of the young people in the streets with Cuban and American flags. A
group of CubanAmericans made the travel mixed with 600 cheerful voyagers and discovered those psychological and social features
they did not know about their own nation of birth.When the Adonia returned back to Miami, fourteen passengers landed with a health
crisis of a Norovirus. According with the Centers for Decease Control and Prevention: “Norovirus is an illness called food poisoning or
stomach flu. The Norovirus is not related to the flu, which is a respiratory illness caused by influenza virus. Noroviruses are highly
contagious and can cause bouts of diarrhea, vomiting and stomach cramps“�. In connection with that El Nuevo Herald published:
They thrive on cruise ships and other close quarters, where they are easily passed on by touch, according to medical literature. "This
agent can easily be spread by touching railings, door handles and elevator buttons. I would ask everybody to please to desist of the
handshaking,“� said the chief of the cruise Capt. David Box.
The new journey went to Havana the 15 of May but nobody was in the port waiting for it.

When the first voyage arrived to Miami, someone said that in Cuba still prevails: If you do not work“¦ you do not eat, but if you work...
you do not eat neither.
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